( r ( C r C r c r t, r THE PROMOTION of safety is an integral part of industrial management and therefore an integral part of the occupational health nurse's work. The company is interested in production, and production and costs are affected by the quality of the safety program. Firms with low-rate insurance are characterized by strong safety programs; high-rate firms, by the absence of a program.
Much of the effectiveness of the industrial safety program depends upon the industrial nurse. She is in a unique position to observe, analyze, and report early incidents before they are followed by serious accidents.
For example, a young girl, in reporting a minor laceration of the palm of her hand, said that when she opened a can of fluid for use on a duplicating machine the metal cut her hand. On the surface, this incident might appear to have been caused by carelessness or by lack of mechanical understanding usually attributed to women. However, when, the next day, a male worker came in with the same injury, this reasoning did not seem logical. After these two incidents were reported to the safety department and investigated, it was discovered that the manufacturer's instructions were being carefully followed, but it was virtually impossible to open the can without injuring one's hand. The manufacturer was notified, and a common bottleopener is now being used to remove the cap. Through the removal of the cause of two minor injuries, the possibility of more severe injuries involving tendons and nerves was averted. This is only one example of why it is not necessary to have a serious accident to point out trouble spots. It is also an example of the type of problem that might not come to the attention of the safety department immediately unless the nurse gives sufficient information to initiate an investigation. Observation-communication-investigation.
As Miss McDonald has indicated, one of the underlying factors in accidents involving people is attitude. In the industrial situation, this factor is composed of the attitude of the management, the attitude of the nurse, and the attitude of the employee.
The employees' attitudes depend upon what kind of men they work for. We -are influenced by other people-how they think and what they do. How much another person influences us depends upon how important he is to us. To a working man, the boss is the important man. How the boss thinks, feels, and acts determines how the man down the line thinks, feels, and acts. If the management provides the right kind of leadership, the workers will be alert to hazardous operations; they will be efficiency-minded and safety-minded.
Some of our efforts at safety programs have not been productive because we spend more time with the safety program than we do with people. We tend to look on safety as a technique rather than as a basic aspect of personality. The accident rate is in almost direct proportion to management's interest in the total problem of working with people.
Every action of the industrial nurse, everything she says or does not say, influences the worker's attitude toward health and safety. By her own example she demonstrates the value she places on doing things the safe way.
The industrial nurse trains her eye to see, her ears to hear, her mind to understand the unsafe condition, the unsafe act, the unsafe attitude. When an employee reveals an "it's for the birds" attitude or a belief that accidents are just unfortunate, uncontrollable breaks in living, the alert industrial nurse recognizes the challenge and the acute necessity for changing these attitudes. She knows a person's industrial safety attitudes are a pretty good indicator of his accident potential
How is the nurse going to steer these people into the proper attitude? As Miss White has stated: "Education is the strongest weapon we possess in the fight for a safer world." In every 14 contact she has with employees, she makes maximum use of the opportunities for safety education. While removing a foreign body from a worker's eye, she cautions him about the need for protective equipment, or she checks the fit of his goggles. In caring for a worker with a cigarette burn on his hand, she notices his soft toe sandals and inquires into the lack of safety shoes and, if necessary, alerts the foreman that he is at work without regulation footwear. Her observations must be communicated to the responsible persons in the work area.
Constant repetition of the safety idea is necessary, but at the same time we must also be aware of the factor of safety program fatigue. Repetition of the safety message without any variety of content numbs the employee's senses so that no absorption is possible, and thus defeats the purpose of the message.
The emotional factor can also be used as a teaching tool, as is illustrated by an experience of mine. An intensive program for eye protection was being conducted in the plant. The edict of the day was safety glasses. They were to be worn by everyone working in an area where broken glass might be flying, in an area where solutions might be sprayed or splashed, in an area where ultra-violet lights were used, and in any other area that presented any possibility of injury to the eye.
During the campaign, a very interesting safety meeting was scheduled. The participants-department heads, supervisors, foremen, and nurses -were seated at a round table. In front of each participant was a blindfold, a telephone, a pencil, a slip of paper, a cigarette and matches, and three swatches of material (flannel, serge, and gabardine). After we had put on our blindfolds, a recording gave us the following instructions: dial a telephone number; sign a check; light a cigarette; pick out a gray suit to wear the next day (by remembering the color of each swatch). The recording concluded with our arrival home and the children running to greet us with, "Daddy, what color is this ball?" Then we removed our blindfolds-quite visibly "shook up."
That evening an employee rushed to the treatment clinic with a splash of chemical damage. I noted the safety glasses in his breast pocket. Before I could inquire about them, he began to give me at least ten reasons why he could not wear them: they give him a headache; they upset his stomach; his vision got blurry; as he passed from one work area to another they got all steamed up . I did not pursue the subject of the glasses. Knowing he was a family man, I inquired about his children. Out came the snapshots of three beautiful children; he was glowing with pride. Then I told him about my experience at the safety meeting. I guess I did a pretty good job, because by the time I got to the children saying, "Daddy, what color is this ball?" he was pleading: "don't say anymore! don't say anymore! I'll wear them. I'll wear them. " This was one time when emotions were on the positive side of safety.
The human factor in industrial safety is coming more and more to the fore. A company may guard all machines and have the most perfect methods in the world, and yet one of its men may be involved in an accident. We must have a better understanding of hazardous psychological factors.
I have been reading about a new specialization called "human factor engineering." The human engineer must not forget that he is working with human beings who are superior to any machine, but who are , at the same time, subject to strange lapses and errors. A wife's illness, a sudden financial loss, or the prospect of winning a bet at a horse race can contribute to the touching of the incorrect switch even in a multi-milliondollar rocket-launching.
As the nurse in the hospital is aware of the patient's apprehensions and fears, so the occupational health nurse learns of the employee's fears and anxieties, as is illustrated by the story of a truck driver who had an excellent safety and health record. Suddenly he became a daily visitor at the plant hospital, complaining of weakness, dizziness, and tightness of his chest. He appeared on the verge of shock. Physical findings were negative. It was noted that his visits seemed to occur near the end of his work day, immediately after his return from his route of deliveries. One day, with great weariness, he said he wished he could go back to his old route. When asked what difference it made what delivery route was assigned to him , he said that on his old route he had not had to drive through the Holland Tunnel.
This man, although an expert driver, feared driving through the tunnel; it had such a reaction on him that, by the time he arrived at the plant, he was an ill man . Needless to say, the information was passed on to the department head, and the man was given another assignment. Fear was jeopardizing the driving ability and safety record of this man .
Human failings of haste, ignorance, and carelessness can be controlled only to the extent that individuals discipline themselves against these failings. Ultimately, the accident-prone person may discover that while he did not consciously want to fall down the stairs, he did not care enough about not having an accident to avoid it. Nurses must have the technical safety information about the true nature of accidents and the skill to translate this information in such a way that it becomes more meaningful to and applicable by workers.
At the President's Conference on Occupational
Safety in 1962, Eugene J. McNeely, president of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co., stated that "our national safety record is not good." He said that while over the long term, great improvement has been made in occupational safety, the rate of improvement has slowed down in recent years and we seem to have reached a plateau in on-the-job accident reduction. We must find techniques for raising the plateau in occupational safety and also find the means by which occupational safety methods can be applied in both non-industrial and offthe-job situations.
I think we have found one technique here. "Students' Views on Hospital Safety" reveals to us the alertness of our future nurses and their ability to integrate their observations. It is up to the nurses in occupational health with the assistance of safety engineers, to help students of nursing to see the role of safety in industry.
